PROCESS MINING APPROACH TOWARDS OPTIMIZATION OF ERP BUSINESS PROCESSES: A CASE STUDY OF HEALTHCARE
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Abstract: Today enterprises are growing in size supporting globally distributed and vigorous businesses involving a huge number of events. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems have a particular way of recording activities in the form of event logs. Organizations having ERP systems apply process mining techniques to extract information from event logs and analyze the actual business processes underlying the organizations. In this paper, we have focused over one of the process mining application features i.e. discovery of process model with control flow perspective. A case study of a Pakistani Enterprise has been used to analyze the results of three applied discovery algorithms; Alpha Miner, Fuzzy Model, and Heuristic Miner. After being applied these three discovery algorithms has determined the most frequent behaviors underlying the complaint monitoring process. It is observed that for ideal process model discovery, preprocessing is the most essential and preliminary phase. The results of process mining techniques have been analyzed and visualized by using ProM framework and DISCO tool.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Process mining is a channel between techniques of model-based process and data-oriented analysis [1,2]. It provides a powerful mean to analyze existing business processes on the basis of the actual execution logs. Different techniques are used to choose an optimal process model for process mining, the main objective of process mining is to extract the process related useful information from user event logs. [3,4,5]. Health care market uses the process mining techniques to sleeking their processes in order to deliver the high-quality products at minimal cost. Hospitals used many communication Technology tools such as electronic clinical charts, computerized guidelines and decision support systems to craft huge volume of data [8,9]. Process mining tools are applied on collected data afterward Process analysis is used to inspect the event data log. Data should be consisting of at least following three attributes Case Id, Activity and Time Stamp to get a precise knowledge [5, 10]. Case id exemplifies process instance, Timestamp shows the time of event occurrence and Activity represents the status of the event as shown in Figure 1. To cope with any change, there must be some approach to discover the real business process structure. For that process, mining is one of the most suitable and efficient approaches to optimize business processes. ERP solution implementation is crucial for the improvement and efficiency of an organization, but it is important that the ERP solution represents the real business processes that depict the real workflow. Information about processes extract from information system’s event logs, technique, tools, and methods for modeling are used to analyse the bottlenecks in the current business structure that would be useful for further enhancement of said system [11,12]. The purpose of this research is to improve and check the conformance of activity-oriented process models from event logs. Data set used for this research is collected from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services [14,15]. The data collected by this way deal with the comparison of different hospitals data. Replay log on Petri-net for conformance analysis applied to healthcare systems data [16].
II. PROCESS MINING PROCEDURES

Process mining can be categorized in the following three forms

A. Discovery: Discovery used to define the process model based on an event [12].

B. Conformance: Conformance is the process to detect the inconsistencies of the existing model by comparing it to newly constructed process model [12, 13].

C. Enhancement: The process model is enlarged with additional information or aspects, such as performance data [13].

This paper emphasizes on conformance parameter to takes an event log and its existing process model to checks lack of consistency among them. Numerous deterministic, heuristic and genetic algorithms along with tools are used to construct a process model. ProM 6.5.1 toolkit and Disco Fluxicon have widely used conformance tools of process mining [14]. ProM generates dotted charts and calculates originator to task matrix by forming the interaction between different plug-ins. In this paper, ProM 6.5.1 used to dig out the discrepancy from event log data [15].

III. RELATED WORK

The α-algorithm on audit trails to process the security efforts for high-level fraud prevention used in to mined the workflow net for process execution and showed that process conformance can be checked by comparing process fragments with the discovered Petri net[1]. It’s believed that it would be helpful for organizations to monitor and store event logs for further use[2]. A ProM conformance checker tool is used to measure the conformance of event logs. They worked on “fitness” and “correctness” of BPEL choreography language to trace every event in sequence as an ideal or actual event occurred. Heuristic miner algorithm expresses the main behavior registered in an event log [3]. Heuristic miner can deal with noise and low frequent behavior and can mine a long distance dependency by Mining a dependency graph and put on AND/XOR-split/join and non-observable tasks.

Thevenet et al. [4] proposed a representation of protocol, based on message exchange and finite state automata. They focus on essential properties for the verification of interoperability of a set of services. They proposed a conformance test that can guarantee the interoperability of a set of services by verifying properties of the single service against the protocol. This is particularly relevant in open environments, where services are identified and composed dynamically on demand. Protocols have been formalized in the simplest possible way to capture the essence of interoperability and to define a fine-grain conformance test. Most of the information systems log events to audit and monitor their supported processes. Their Conformance can be measured with two parameters “fitness” and “appropriateness”.

Suraj et al. [5] used a ProM framework conformance checker to audit the structural and behavioral appropriateness. Although process mining is an ongoing procedure to mine the behavioral activities all the activities in one process cannot be measured.

Hosian and Martin [6] identified that most of the process mining techniques cause “overfitting” and “unfitting”. They proposed a two-step approach to control the flow of process mining. The first step, detected that dependencies on the desired Properties of the model and the characteristics of the log, the proposed algorithm can be used to provide a more suitable model. In the second step, a process model is synthesized from the transition system resulting from the first step. They used the theory of region implemented in ProM framework.

Burattin et al. [7] reveal that in the context of the health care market, the focal point of hospitals is to deliver the high-quality products in condensed costs. To achieve this target, different communication tools are used that are not only examining the data but also do the process analysis. Families of a-posteriori analysis techniques are used on clinical and pre-hospital datasets to improve the effectiveness of the data. Results of clinical dataset were generated using heuristic miner algorithm Whereas, Petri net was used for pre-hospital datasets. Structure and control parameters of software development processes are very
important to improve efficiency and reduce the cost of software.

Complexities of processes force the organizations to adopt business process analysis techniques. Yanget al. [9] presented an analysis based ProM framework technique to measure the conformance of an event log for a specific given process model. Conformance checking defines, how good a model of a process is with respect to an event log to records the executions of the process. The benefit of always finding the best possible sequence of transitions to fire the cost parameters comes at the cost of computational complexity.

Sami et al. [10] developed aProM BMP model alignment technique to achieve insights into the control flow and performance of the process execution. The model showed the deviation and alignments between event logs and process models from process discovery. On the basis of these deviations, logs are repaired in the form of a model process. Process mining techniques used to discover a process model, check the conformance of a process model to enhance its performance. The addressed case study shows that projection of alignments onto process model delivers reliable Performance information.

Process mining can be considered as the “missing link” between data mining and business process management. Conformance checking techniques verify whether the observed behavior recorded in an event log matches a modeled behavior. Sugiyanto et al. [11] exposed that although there exist solid conformance checking techniques for procedural models it is needed to improve the conformance checking for declarative models. The alignment of log and declarative model provides sophisticated diagnostics that pinpoint where deviations occur and how severe they are. A ProM based approach implemented on both synthetic and real-life logs from Dutch municipalities. Based on such alignments a novel diagnostic is provided at the trace level to show why events need to be inserted/ removed in a trace, and at the model level, coloring constraints and activities in the model based on their degree of conformance.

The aim of Sowjanya et al. [12] is to reveal the applicability of conformance check techniques to quality management in Production Company. They used a ProM process conformance check and project management technique to check the deviations of business inventory.

Cristina et al. [13] have presented two case studies to provide the authenticity of data-flow mining algorithms. naive algorithms are proposed that focused on data-flow perspective and presented a general solution for the extraction of the data-flow model from different data sources.

Kingsley et al. [14] have proposed a novel approach to automate the learning processes by extracting useful patterns from different data sources. With the help of semantic reasoning, they applied semantic annotation of activity logs within the learning process to discover learning patterns automatically. OWL and SWRL web languages are used with process mining techniques to discover various learning patterns.

Luís et al. [15] extracted the business transactional data from the system data and applied a process discovery algorithm to determine a business process model using the ProM framework.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This section illustrates the complete process to mine the conformance activities from event logs of health care information system. Steps involve completing the activities are as follow:

A. Data Source and Collection

Health care flat file data collected from a reliable source of Data.Medicare.gov available on following link: https://data.medicare.gov/HospitalCompare/Complication-Hospital/632h-zaca#

This whole dataset consists of 19 attributes, 32721 rows, and 621,699 entries. Provider ID, Hospital Name, Address, City, State, Zip Code, Country Name, Phone Number, Measure Name, Measure ID, Compared to National, Denominator, Score, Lower Estimate, Higher Estimate, Footnote, Measure Start Date, Measure End Date are the attributes used to mine the process of health care corpus.

B. Data Transformation

As the extracted data is in CSV file format, this research needed an XES type of file. ProM6.5.1 toolkit transforms the file in the required format as shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Event Log File Transformation](image)

The converted file represents event log span start from period April 1,2011, to June 30, 2014, consisted on 1 originator and only one process, 1463 cases with 20000 events, 14 events classes and 2 event types.

C. Data Preprocessing

Data preprocessing is the process to examine and filter the XES log data to remove the unnecessary attributes from a file and fill the missing values by mining techniques. For example, to calculate the throughput time of cases if the log does not contain information about the dates and time of event occurrence. The next step is to inspect the preprocessed XES format file to view the log summary. Log summary can express the:
i. Number of cases (or process instances) in the log

ii. Number of tasks (or audit trail entries) in the log

iii. Number of resources in the log

iv. Running cases in the log

v. Which resources work on which tasks?

Several activities have been performed on data to preprocess all the outliers from corpus to apply process mining techniques.

The first step is to sort the log files according to occurred events. As events is the main entity so all the preprocessing activities applied to log events. The next step is to remove the unnecessary data from the extracted corpus. Event logs are observed manually to remove the empty and repeated events. Then the whole corpus re-examined to detect the remaining deficiencies. Now data is ready to apply multiple Generalization rules of activities to filter the required fields. event logs are filtered as discussed in data filtration section, outliers are removed. Now the cleaned log is available for process mining. Figure 3 shows the complete process of data preprocessing.

D. Data Filtration:

This phase filtered data using ProM 6.5.1 toolkit. Filters can add, remove or modify an event, discard the non-required process instances and can filter logs by attributes. This research implements four types of filters on data, as they are mentioned below:

i. The first log filter is the event type filter to keep the instances of required events in the corpus.

ii. The second log filter is the start event to keep only such cases in data which start with the indicated tasks.

iii. The third log filter is the end event filter to keep only such traces (or cases) which end with the indicated tasks.

iv. The fourth filter is the event filter, which filters all unselected events from the log.

E. Data Modeling Techniques

Process mining plug-ins are used for the Process Discovery and Conformance Analysis. For log analysis, different algorithms can be used depending upon the nature of data. It is a real-time data set because of what there is a chance of having noise in it. In order to deal with noise Alpha Miner and fuzzy set, algorithms are used for process discovery and conformance analysis.

F. Process Discovery Analysis by using Disco

Disco is a complete process mining toolkit from Fluxicon that makes process mining fast, easy, and simply fun [37]. It is based only on fuzzy miner and provides reliable and trustworthy results in a short time span. Figure 4 depicts the detailed information of each event for data discovery analysis using the fuzzy set technique. It also shows the summarized view of data. Which includes 10,000 Events, 1463 cases, 7 Activities, mean (average time of processing of events) and median duration with start and end time.

G. Variants

Maps show the overview of the process flow between multiple activities by all cases together. A variant is a rich feature of Disco used for specific classification of activities. It can be perceived as one path from the start to the very end of the process. Usually, a huge portion of cases in the corpus are following just a few variants, and it is useful to know which are the most frequent ones.

Event logs are distributed in the form of variants. Variants are classified on the basis of cases. Figure 5 shows the complete detail of events

Variant 1 has 1422 cases, 7 events, mean duration 4
years and 156 days and median duration 4 years and 156 days.

➔ Variant 2 has 39 cases, 1 event, mean duration 1 years and 185 days and median duration 1 years and 185 days.

➔ Variant 3 has 1 case, 6 events, mean duration 4 years and 156 days and median duration 4 years and 156 days.

➔ Variant 4 has 1 case, 1 event, mean duration 1 years and 154 days and median duration 1 years and 154 days.

**H. Measure fitness**

In this study to measure the fitness between event logs and process models, Replay a log on Petri net for conformance analysis Plugin in ProM 6.5.1. The replay of each logical log trace begins with the marking of the primary place in the model. Then, the logged event belonged transitions are fired one after another. During Replay execution, artificially created tokens are counted. (i.e., the transition belonging to the logged event was not enabled and therefore could not be successfully executed) and the remaining number of tokens in the model indicate that the process was not properly completed [9].

**Figure 5:** Variants W.R.T Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Median duration</th>
<th>Mean duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variant 1</td>
<td>1422</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4 years, 156 days</td>
<td>4 years, 156 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant 2</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 year, 185 days</td>
<td>1 year, 185 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4 years, 156 days</td>
<td>4 years, 156 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 year, 154 days</td>
<td>1 year, 154 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Filter Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter</th>
<th>Processes</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Event classes</th>
<th>Event Types</th>
<th>Originators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filter Log by Attributes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1463</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter Log on Event Attribute Values</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1463</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter Log using Simple Heuristics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1463</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above results conclude that all the filters represent the same results of event log which shows that data is noise free. Then a process discovery alpha algorithm applied to preprocessed data. The alpha algorithm is chosen to mine different categories like by attributes, by event attribute values and by using simple heuristics. The said categories showed the results in processes, cases, events, event cases, event types and originators as shown in table 1.

The process data because the filtration results have shown that sample data is not too much noise and most of the event traces were complete. The said miner mines the results in the form of Petri-nets as shown in Figure 6.
Petri net and log data are taken as input to map the logs. After mapping data, a conformance algorithm i.e. Replay log on Petri-net for conformance analysis is used to get the fitness and model of log data. The model shows the deviation of between events as shown in Figure 7.

The yellow place shows where the move log occurred. Red border line indicates the non-alignment of events also occurred in these event classes with respect to log data. White place indicates the state where No move log occurred. In figure 7 yellow circles indicate the total alignment of logs and events whereas red border lines indicate the non-aligned events. Alignment represents moves in logs related to moves in the model. These moves are called legal moves. There are seven event classes; all of them aligned and three of them have some nonaligned moves as mentioned below

**Aligned Events:**

i. Accidental cuts and tears from medical treatments

ii. Among patients with serious treatable complications after surgery.

iii. Collapsed lungs due to medical treatments.

iv. Serious complications.

v. The rate of complications for hip and knee replacement patients (1462 move are aligned).

vi. Serious blood clot after surgery (1423 moves are aligned)

vii. A wound that splits open after surgery on abdomen or pelvis (1423 moves are aligned).

**Non-Aligned Events:**

i. The rate of complications for hip and knee replacement patients (1 move is not aligned).

ii. Serious blood clot after surgery (40 moves are not aligned).

iii. A wound that splits open after surgery on the abdomen or pelvis (40 moves are not aligned).
Alignment to Log

After applying the algorithm, the visualizer changed to project alignment (a standard visualizer) to check further results. In Figure 8, it shows the results which represented the fitness of log and model as well as the log model alignment that how much align they are. The above results in figure categorized the caseids into 4 levels and further define them. Secondly, it defines the legend in which different types of moves are defined including log and model moves. Further shows the average log fitness, average model fitness, average trace fitness, average trace length.
A. Category 1 (10001-161303)

From the case id 10001 to 161303, 7 events are aligned. It has log fitness 0.43 and Model fitness of these ids is 1. It includes 1422 number of cases. This shows that these cases have same log and model fitness i.e. 0.43 and 1. The next question is what are they all cases are reliably aligned or not? The result shows yes, these all cases are reliably aligned. In this case ids, 7 events are aligned. Green portion shows the synchronous moves of log and model means to log and model is both move here to complete the flow of path. It consists of 3 synchronous moves and 4 inserted event classes. Inserted activities refer to activities that occur in the log but should not happen according to the model.

B. Category 2 (01014F-16004F)

In case id 01014F to 16004F, 3 events are aligned, and it has log fitness 1 and model fitness 0.33. It consists of 39 cases which have log fitness 1 and model fitness is 0.33. Log and model fitness summarized the data into different forms of parameters to define the accuracy of the model. Table 2 represents the log fitness and model fitness along with measurements. Table 3 represents Alignment statistics of Average Log Fitness signified that log fitness per average case is 0.44 and the cases are consisting of value 1 are 39. Maximum fitness is 1 and minimum fitness of log is 0. Model fitness per average case for Average Model fitness is 0.98 and the cases consist of value 1 are 1423. Maximum fitness of model is 1 and minimum is 0. Trace fitness per average case is 0.6, Max trace fitness is 0.67, Min trace fitness 0 standard deviations 0.02. Trace length per average is 6.84, Max trace fitness is 7, Min trace fitness is 1, and the standard deviation is 0.98.

C. Category 3 (161304)

In case ID 161304, 6 events are aligned, and it has log fitness 0.5 and model fitness 1. It contains only 1 case id with the alignment of 6 events. It consists of 3 synchronous moves and 3 inserted moves.

D. Category 4 (660001)

In case ID 660001, 4 events are aligned, and it has the model and logs fitness 0. It also contains only 1 case id with the alignment of 4 events. It consists of 3 skipped moves and 1 inserted move. So, after considering the results from the above figure 19, we have come to know that in case id 161304 and 10001 to 161303, log and model are more aligned than the other cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Id</th>
<th>Aligned events</th>
<th>Log fitness</th>
<th>Model fitness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10001 to 161303</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01014F to 16004F</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161304</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660001</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Summarized View of Log Model Alignment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alignment Statistics</th>
<th>Move log fitness</th>
<th>Move model fitness</th>
<th>Trace fitness</th>
<th>Trace length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average/case</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>6.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#cases with value</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1423</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: Summarized View of Log Model Alignment**
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper emphasized on preprocessing of event log in order to apply process mining algorithms. It is crucial to completely clean and filters the event log before applying discovery algorithms. Tuning of the log for process mining techniques application can be performed to have more precise, simple, generic, refined and so-called ideal Petri-nets at discovery phase. Three discovery algorithms are applied to model the control flow of a complaint monitoring department of the ERP system and have determined the most frequent behaviors underlying complaint monitoring process. After applying fitness through a plug-in (Replay a log on Petri-net for conformance analysis) it is proved that log data and model are somewhere deviating from each other which gave the real insight of data and model.
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